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ABSTRACT

The general purpose of this study was to determine the effects

of similarities between stems and keyed choices on test difficulty.

Unlike previous investigations of thin undesirable characteristic

of some multiple-choice items, the present study employed items

that were unintentionally faulty and samples of examinees who were

highly experienced test-takers. The first phase of the study in-

dicated that the presence or absence of similarities did not signifi-

cantly affect examinees, scores. The second phase, however, indicated

that examinees easily may be trained to recognize and use such sim-

ilarities to advantage.
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A recent survey of tne litereture indipated :het nine experts

suggeet that item-writers encele eli7inete zueerf:piel

between the stems and keyed choices in multiple-eneice items

asonis, 1970). The most common type cf cimilarity is a result of

repeating some portion of the CtEl in the keyet ond;ce but not in

the distracters. Such similarities, it has tae 1 reesoned, nay help

uninformed examinees select keyed choices.

The effects of violating this item-writing principle and thus

creatine "faulty" test items have been investigated by means of two

approaches. First, in studies of "teat-uiseress," items have been

written about fictitious material so ;net there Wes no correct response

from a scholarly point of view. In ecn pf the items, one choice that

Was similar to its respective stem uas Included. Exeminees in these

studies (e.g., Diamond and Evans, 1972; Sle <ter, 1970a,b) were awarded

n point for "teet-wiseness" each time they selected a choice that was

similar to the stem. In general, it he been '2Un: that at least acme

examinees tend to mark a greater %h.:a: of such cheicee than would be

expected to mark them on the basis of :end= alone. Speciflpolly,
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subjects with higher ie-tellieence-test scores (Diamend and Evans, 1972)

end at h3e-r;hr erede ''31-e%ter, is celeet 3er:-Ier

number of such choices. Furthermore, Slakter (197Cb) fcund that

examinees can be trained successfully to select these choices in

response to the special types of items used in these studies. The

artificiel nature of he speelel itenc, however, mekes it difficult to

nenralize to examinee behavior in real test situation;. Specif cally,

the items used in the studies cited above differed from real test items

in two potentially imeortent rasp' First, similarities were

intentionally incorporated in the special items used in these studies

and thus may be different in nature and degree frcm those that unin-

tentionally occur in test items. Secondly, the items used in these

studies had no "correct" response since the items dealt with fictitious

material. Thus, partial knowledge could not be used by examinees when

responding to the items. In real test situations, examinees often are

able to use partial information (and, of course, adequate information)

to determine their responses. Thus, the studies cited above do not

indicate whether examinees rely upon superficial clues when they have

some knowledge of the points in question.

Using a different =roach, McMcrris et nl. (1972), es part of a

lerger study, incorporated similarities in seven items of reasonable

difficulty. When the original items and the modified items were admin-

letered to different greeee of examin:!es, n smell but etetietically



dirfororce ti1:13 U:`,1 fn.1t7 itC13 t2-1nr,

lie presence or ob:erct2 of oirill:Iriti2:1 fid rat -..ignif'c[37t1,:

cither reliability or

This study was conducted in two ;:M2SE.I. The mathodolo:y of both

phases was similar to that used by t.':Yorris at el. It ues different

from all the previously mentioned ie..sseigetions, however, in two

important respects. First, the feeltv test items employed in thin

study were obtained from a peblish e test. As noted above, in previcus

st lies, similarities were knowingly incorporated in items by the

investigators. Thus, 2 higher deeree of eeneralizeticn can be ettaieed

from this study regarding the effecta :f faults that unintentionally

occur in test items. Secondly, the 12XBMIM225 in this study apoarently

were much more experienced as test-takers, and thus should exhibit a

higher degree of test-wiseness than tne examinees in previous studies.

PHASE I

Methcd

Subjects

The sample consisted of 118 undergraduate and graduate students

enrolled in courses in educational re each end measurement. Many of

them had had experience writing tests as well as extensive experience

taking them. They were tested, however, prior to specific discuselens

in their research and measurement courses of topics relevant to the

current Investiuotinn.



I-ctrument-tion

Te;1 v:tat;:lary : !:1

the itim-writtng pr4-"-1, under conslqeratich were icehtified in a

published reading tes: appropriate for use with adults. Specifically,

in four of the items the first syllabics of the stimulus Lords were

identical with the first syllables of te. keyad ohoices (e.g., "pre-");

in four of the items :he last syllables wire identical (e.g., "-some");

and in two of the items the last three letters were identical (i.e.,

"-ous"). Only one of :ha 40 distracters in these items, furthermore,

contained such a similarity uith its respective stimulus uord. This

was true despite the fact that it has been suggested that distracters

in vocabulary items trat have superficial similarities uith their

respective stimulus words may be effective in attracting examinees who

ft not know the meanirgs of the words in question (e.g., Kelly, 1937;

Pyrczek, 1971).

A second ten-item form of the test was constructod by

changing the keyed choices in the ten original items so that the

superficial similarities between the stems and the keyed choices were

eliminated. In this pracess, care was taken to obtain keyed choices

that were thoroughly adequate and that ware at but the same level

of readability as the original keyed choices. The consideratiens

precluded the uoe of one additional faulty item that had been loantified

ic tna pL.Lilishad test 2Lrze nn adequ. sJecti!.ute fo: the keyed coice

could not be written.



was designed to determine whether similar examinees can be trained to

take advantage of the fault under investigation..

r.lethod

Subjects

The sample consisted of 76 undergraduate and graduate students

enrolled in courses in educational research and measurement.

Instrumentation

'Two forms of a vocabulary test were constructed. Both contained

the faulty vocabulary items identified in the published reading test.

The only difference between the two forms was in the directions. For

one form, the directions merely indicated that the examinees should

...circle the letter of the choice that most nearly means the same

thing as the underlined word." For tht other form the directions also

indicated that when in doubt about the meaning of a given word, it

would pay to select a choice with a similar beginning or ending as the

under) fined word.

Procedures

A random half of the subjects WES administered the form of the

test with the standard directions. The other half was administered the

form with special "test-wiseness" di7ections.
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While it uould nave desirsela to have uead a larger

of items, tha adynntage of Jinn reel its-he in Lhion faults u2r2 uhin-

tontisrn:ly seL.
'.... . .;':aers Gf

number of items. It is interesting to nste, furthermore, that the

number of items with this particular fault was greater in the present

study than in the studies cited previously.

Procedures

A random half of the subjects Las administered the form consisting

of the ten faulty items as they crioinally nppearad in the oublishad

test. The other half W23 administered the form cf the test consi,,ting

of the same ten items in their fault-fres form.
MIR

Results

The mean and standard deviation for the form of the test consisting

of the original items were 7.66 and 1.50, respectively. On the feult-

free form they were 7.36 and 1.91, respectively. Tha difference betueeh

the means was not statistically significant at the .05 level.

PHASE II

The negative results of the first phase of this study suggest that

the presence or absence of similarities between the stems and keyed

choices in vocabulary items does not affect test difficulty even for

highly experienced exeminues. The second phase of the investigation



:7sa,ults

The r7,esn and standard dsviatIs tns Form uith dtsndard

7.53 ah,2 th:2-! i'nrr

"t=21i,t-uiJunes5" diractiurls, they a.53 and 2.02, rc-21spactively.

The difference between the reans was statistically significant at the

.01 level.

0;saus;bn

Phase I of this investigatich indicates that the presence or

at: tenon of superficial similarities satween keyed choices and their

respective stems does not affect ..71 difficulty of vocabulary tests

for examinees who have not had special training. This finding is

especially interesting in light of the fact that highly experienced

examinees were used in this investigation. Those attempting the faulty

items, furthermore, marked correct choices to enough items that it

theoretically was possible for them to develop a cue-using strategy of

marking choices with similarities when they did not know the meaning

of a given stimulus word. The second phase of this study, however,

indicates that examinees easily can t2 trained to take advantage of tnc

fault undsr Investigation.

The implication of the first theta of this study for item writers

Is that the item-writing principle under consideration nay be of little

practical Importance when writing vocabulary items for ex7.mlnuia who
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have not had special. training. Since the second phase of this study

indicates that examinees easily may be trained .Eo take advantage of

violations of the "similarity principle," however, it seems desirable

for item-writers to avoid writing keyed choices that are physically

sim_lar to their respective stems. As noted above, however, it is not

always possible to provide a thoroughly adequate keyed choice without

violating this principle. When this is the case with respect to .a

given item, it seems desirable for item-writers to consider the possi-

bility of providing plausible distracters that also are similar to the

stimulus word.
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